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GER 20060 German Language IIa: Handbook 2017-18 
Module coordinator: Siobhán Donovan (siobhan.donovan@ucd.ie) 

 
1 Class times, groups and rooms, tutors’ contact details 
 
i) General German-language classes 
Group C: Deirdre Creighton 
Mondays 14-15:00 (A106), Wednesdays 16-17:00 (B101) 
Contact details: deirdre.creighton@ucd.ie, office hour on Mondays 10:30-11:30 (A303) 
     
Group D: Siobhán Donovan 
Mondays 14-15:00 (F103), Wednesdays 16-17:00 (G107) 
Contact details: siobhan.donovan@ucd.ie, office hours on Tuesdays 11-12:00 & Wednesdays 11:30-12:30 (A301) 
  
Group T: Joe Twist 
Mondays 14-15:00 (G108), Wednesdays 16-17:00 (J109) 
Contact details: joseph.twist@ucd.ie, office hour on Tuesdays 10-11:00 (A309) 
 
ii) Spoken German-language classes: Oya Demirci 
Tuesdays 13-14:00 (1.16 AG) OR Thursdays 11-12:00 (Lib 532) 
oya.demirci@ucd.ie 
Material will be taken from current sources and the Aspekte coursebook, and the classes will also link up with the 
autonomous learning programme (see below). 
  

2 Module descriptor and learning outcomes 
This is a level 2 module for students of German and other subjects. Building on the linguistic skills and language-learning 
strategies acquired during the successful completion of the level 1 German-language modules, it consolidates level B1 of 
the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) and moves towards level B2. Using the integrated textbook and 
workbook Aspekte Neu and supplementary print and online media, it develops writing, reading, oral and aural skills during 
3 weekly class hours, 1 of them focusing on spoken production and interaction. In class and during directed and 
autonomous learning, students engage with written texts and audio-visual material on general topics, current affairs and 
the world of work, leading to the production of coherent texts with a high degree of grammatical control. Preparation will 
also commence for the Eramus year in a German-speaking environment. Students who achieve at least a B grade in this 
module will be deemed to be successfully progressing towards level B2 of the CEFR. As successful linguistic competence 
needs continuous application and class participation, there is a minimum attendance requirement of 75% in addition to 
the regular submission of homework. 
 
On successful completion of this module students should be able to: 
- employ newly-assimilated grammatical structures, vocabulary and expressions in order to produce concise and coherent 
written texts; 
- formulate a viewpoint on topical issues, in writing and orally, giving both the advantages and disadvantages, while 
employing appropriate vocabulary; 
- actively engage with appropriate audio and audio-visual programmes, both in class and as part of the autonomous 
learning programme; 
- interact with an increasing degree of oral fluency and spontaneity on topics covered in class and at home; 
- build in the feedback from regularly submitted homework and acquire a heightened ability to self-correct. 
 

3 Important progression rules 
BA students must have passed both GER 20060 and GER 20070 in order to take up their Erasmus place in a German-
speaking university. This is in addition to the University requirement of 115 credits. 
BAIML students must have passed the core level 2 language modules in both their major languages in order to take up 
their Erasmus place, irrespective of which country they are going to. 
BCIT students must have passed both GER 20060 and GER 20070 in order to take up their Erasmus place in Germany. 
All students must have passed both GER 20060 and GER 20070 before they are allowed to register for the core level 3 
language modules (GER 30080 and GER 30090). 
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4 Assessment 

Continuous assessment throughout the 
semester  

Combined grade awarded for attendance at all 3 weekly classes 
(NG below 75% attendance) and homework submission (min. 5 
pieces of set homework to be handed in at designated times. 
Late submissions do not count) 

5% 

Wednesday 18 Oct. in class (week 6)  Class test: Reading comprehension (MCQs, richtig/falsch, filling 
in gaps, completing gaps or ends of words) 

20% 

End of semester (during week 13) Oral exam: Roleplay – job interview. 3 adverts disseminated 
during weeks 10/11, 1 to be selected by students as the basis for 
the oral. Lebenslauf (CV) written and submitted in week 10, 
resubmitted after correction in week 12. During the oral, two 
examiners assume the role of interviewers, the student assumes 
that of the applicant. 
Written documents: 20% of marks 
(Criteria = content; format; grammatical accuracy; general 
presentation) 
Oral performance: 80% of marks 
(Criteria = communicative competence; content; vocabulary; 
grammatical correctness and complexity; pronunciation, accent 
and intonation) 

25% 

End of semester (during main exam 
period) 

Two-hour exam: Stellungnahme (opinion piece with pro- and 
contra, drawing on vocabulary acquired from module themes and 
materials) & grammar topics covered throughout the semester. 
(Critieria Stellungnahme = CONTENT: argumentation and overall 
structure; LANGUAGE: grammatical control and accuracy; 
linguistic structures and syntax; range of expression) 

50% 

 
5 Required Coursebook and Materials 
Aspekte Neu Mittelstufe Deutsch B2. Lehr- und Arbeitsbuch Teil I (Stuttgart: Ernst Klett Sprachen, 2017) 
You must also download the free ap in order to get the audio and video files. 

 
6  Recommended grammars (one of the below, and some useful websites) 
Trudi McMahon & John Klapper: Aktion Grammatik: New Advanced German Grammar (London: Hodder, 2006) 
Monika Reimann: Grundstufen-Grammatik für Deutsch als Fremdsprache. Erklärungen und Übungen [or English edition: 
Essential Grammar of German with Exercises] (München: Hueber, 1999) 
http://www.german-grammar.de/grammar/content/english_german_table_of_content.htm 
http://www.mein-deutschbuch.de/index.php?site=home 
http://www.grammatiktraining.de/uebungen.html 
http://www.nthuleen.com/teach/grammar.html 
http://www.deutschseite.de/ 
 

7 Recommended dictionary  
Monolingual (German-German) dictionary: Großwörterbuch Deutsch als Fremdsprache (Langenscheidt)  
Bilingual (German-English/English-German): German dictionary (Collins or Oxford) – large! Small dictionaries are 
inadequate at this level. Please note that dictionaries are NOT permitted for exams and class tests. 
Online dictionaries 
http://de.pons.com/ 
http://www.linguee.de/ 
http://www.leo.org/ 
https://en.langenscheidt.com/german-english/search?term=jdn+ankacken&q_cat=%2Fgerman-english%2F 
http://woerterbuch.reverso.net/deutsch-englisch/ 

 
8 Attendance Requirement 
Attendance at classes is compulsory and lists will be kept. Absences will only be accepted on production of a certificate, 
doctor’s note or other written document. Students who attend fewer than 75% of all 3 weekly classes will receive a NG for 
this component of the CA. Late submissions do not count. 

http://www.german-grammar.de/grammar/content/english_german_table_of_content.htm
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9 Communication 
The classroom language is German. Emails may be written in either German or English and should be formal in tone. 
 

10 Curriculum overview with grammar topics 
Weeks 1-4: Aspekte Kapitel 1 „Heimat“, Bundestagswahl, Tag der deutschen Einheit (3. Oktober). 
Grammar: Syntax, Negation and with „kein“, revision of verbs with prepositions 
Autonomous learning (see below): Folgen 1630 & 1631 of Lindenstraße 
Weeks 5-7: Aspekte Kapitel 4 „Zusammenleben“. 
Grammar: noun-verb phrases, revision relative pronouns 
Autonomous learning (see below): Folgen 1632 & 1633 of Lindenstraße 
Weeks 8-12: Aspekte Kapitel 3 „Arbeit“. 
Grammar = two-part connectors 
Autonomous learning (see below): Folgen 1634 & 1635 of Lindenstraße 
 

11 Module topics 
Auswandern, Mehrsprachigkeit, interkulturelle Missverständnisse, Einwanderung, Flüchtlingswelle, Integration, Multi-
Kulti, Bundeswahl, Wiedervereinigung, Zusammenleben, Beziehungen, Gesellschaft, Sport, Internet, soziale Medien, 
Wünsche von Männern und Frauen, Berufe, Stellensuche, Arbeitsplatz, Teamgeist, Lebenslauf, Gleichberechtigung, 
Bewerbungsgespräch 

 
12 Language Level and CEFR 
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) 
(http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/source/framework_en.pdf, pp. 24, 26-27) identifies 3 main levels of language-
learning: basic user A1 + A2, independent user B1 + B2, proficient user C1 + C2. In UCD, students achieving a B or higher 
in the level 1 non-beginners’ language modules (GER 10010 & GER 10020) are deemed to have reached level B1. 
GER 20060 and GER 20070 aim to bring you to level B2 by the end of second year. Accordingly, those students who attain 
a B or higher in these modules are deeemed to have reached B2.  
You will engage with the CEFR categories and “Ich kann” (Can-Do) statements during week 1 when you complete a short 
self-assessment sheet of your four language skills (listening, reading, speaking, writing). You will conduct the same self-
assessment at the end of the module to see how you have progressed.  
 

13 Reminder of grammar topics covered on GER 10010 & GER 10020 
Present, past and future tenses, Konjunktiv II, passive, modal verbs, temporal clauses, connectors, prepositions, adjective 
endings, relative pronouns. 

 
14 Online Einstufungstest in weeks 1 and 11 
During week 1, you must take an online test to assess your level and suggest where more focus or self-study is needed. 
This is a formative test, i.e. the results do not count towards any of the assessments in the module, but the result must be 
emailed to your tutor. You will take the same test at the end of the module to see how you have progressed. 
The test should take c. 30-45 minutes to complete. It has 12 sections, comprising grammar, gap exercises, reading and 
listening comprehension. Some exercises require you to drop and drag, others to type in words. Ensure that you know how 
to make umlauted words on your laptop or desktop! When you have taken the test, follow the instructions and email your 
result to your tutor by 13:00 on Monday 18 September. Click on the Detailauswertung and Lösungen to get feedback and 
see the solutions. 
http://einstufungstests.klett-sprachen.de/einstufung/index.php?questname=aspekte&questclass=B1 
Most of your learning happens outside of the classroom, i.e. outside of the 36 hours of classes. It is assumed that you put in 
a total of 110 hours into the module. The remaining 74 hours should be divided between specified learning activities and 
autonomous learning. 
 
i) 3 classes per week (see above) 
ii) Specified learning activities (homework, assessment and class preparation) 
You will be asked to complete homework after every class. This may take the form of written exercises and / or 
preparation for the next class or assessment (reading, note-taking, vocabulary acquisition for which you should keep some 
kind of vocabulary log and learn off all the vocabulary at the end of each Aspekte chapter, listening, dictionary work, 
internet research etc.). As a rule of thumb, you can expect your weekly homeworks / preparation to take min. 3 hours. 
Homework should be typed (double-spaced), printed out and submitted on time. Ensure that you know how to make 
umlauted words on your laptop or desktop! If it must be witten by hand, please write on every other line. Homework not 
submitted on time may not be corrected (unless there are extenuating circumstances). Your tutor will explain any 
correction codes used. 

http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/source/framework_en.pdf
http://einstufungstests.klett-sprachen.de/einstufung/index.php?questname=aspekte&questclass=B1
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NB When you receive your corrected homework, the only way you will benefit from this is to read through and 
engage with the corrections – asking the tutor if you don’t understand, writing out the corrections etc. If you don’t 
study at your corrected homework, you will make little progress.  

 
iii) Autonomous learning 
This accounts for any extras you do, e.g. acquiring vocabulary, watching German-language films, reading, talking German 
to natives outside of classes, Kaffeeklatsch organised by German Soc, tandem classes with visiting Erasmus students, 
attending Language Exchange Ireland. 
https://www.facebook.com/LanguageExchangeIreland 
 
One aspect is specified and compulsory: the viewing of 6 episodes from the weekly German television drama broadcast by 
ARD, Lindenstraße, one of the most successful and best-loved TV series on German televison, running since 1985. 
Modelled on the British soap “Coronation Street, it deals with the lives of the inhabitants of a fictional suburban street in 
Munich. Contemporary topics and issues as well as well as allusions to current affairs and real-life events are the order of 
the day (racism, integration, disabilities, prejudices, changing family and societal patterns, social media, relationships, 
sexuality, workplace, violence, etc.). It has its own website and Wikipedia page: 
http://www1.wdr.de/daserste/lindenstrasse/index.html 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindenstraße 
All episodes are available online, with subtitles in German, if you so wish. Each programme starts with about 1 minute of 
highlights from the previous week, and each episode last c. 30 minutes. The episodes come with useful summaries on the 
website (however, these are also “spoilers”!), commentaries from viewers etc. For this module you are to view the 
following programmes from May and June of this year, 1630 “Löscharbeiten”, 1631 “Tor-Schuss Panik”, 1632 “Die 
Bitch”,  1633 “Nachspiel”, 1634 “Jamal sieht rot”, 1635 “Die Welt der Starts”. Cover 1 every fortnight. They are found 
under the following link: 
http://www1.wdr.de/daserste/lindenstrasse/folgen/2017/index.html 
The plot is not difficult to follow and each episode ends with a cliffhanger. Warning: You may get hooked and will want to 
carry on watching, so please do! To ease yourself in, take a look at the Wikipedia website and the programme website 
itself. To get a short bio of a particular character, go to: 
http://www1.wdr.de/daserste/lindenstrasse/personen/aktive/index.html 
Watching the first episode (1630 “Löscharbeiten”) is probably the most challenging, but each episode is relatively self-
contained, so you will soon get into it! In semester 2, for the continuation module GER 20070, you will watch a further 6, 
and the oral exam for GER 20070 will be a discussion of the series (focusing on the plot and characters of the episodes that 
are required viewing), as well as talking about the strategies you used to help you get into and follow the series, the 
benefits of watching target-language TV and films for language-learning, cultural awareness and as an introduction to 
contemporary Germany and popular culture. 
It will be referred to periodically in the Spoken-German language classes, and at least one class will deal with it in more 
detail, but ultimately it is up to you to watch and enjoy it. Using it as a language-learning tool, it is advisable to take a note 
of new vocabulary and to play around with the website to find out more. In order to aid comprehension, a vocabulary 
glossary (of key words) for each episode is available on Blackboard, with space to add in other words you have learned. 
You should also make notes, write a summary, comment on the characters that appeal to you most, note down your own 
feelings about the topics or characters, or any other comments you have on the episode or particular linguistic elements 
therein. The translation on the GER 20070 exam paper will draw on themes and vocabulary from the series.  

 
15 Useful weblinks 
i) Many extra materials on the Aspekte website 
https://www.klett-sprachen.de/aspekte-neu/r-1/15#reiter=mediathek&dl_niveau_str=B2&dl_kategorie=4 
ii) German media, often with short clips, e.g. 
http://www.dw.de/themen/s-9077 (including news spoken slowly etc.) 
http://www.sueddeutsche.de/ 
http://www.taz.de/ 
http://www.fr-online.de/home/1472778,1472778.html 
http://www.faz.net/ 
http://www.zeit.de/index 
http://www.handelsblatt.com/ 
http://www.welt.de/ 
http://www.stern.de/ 
http://www.spiegel.de/ 
iii) German TV (e.g. Tatort), talkshows, news, listen to podcasts e.g. and more on demand! 
http://www.tagesschau.de/      
http://www.daserste.de/unterhaltung/talk/menschen-bei-maischberger/index.html 
http://www.daserste.de/unterhaltung/krimi/tatort/index.html 
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